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ABSTRACT
We present observations of 18 galaxies from the Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA)
survey made with the SPIRAL optical integral field unit (IFU) on the Anglo-
Australian Telescope. The galaxies are selected to have a narrow range in stellar mass
(6 × 109M < M∗ < 2 × 1010M) in order to focus on the effects of environment.
Local galaxy environments are measured quantitatively using 5th nearest neighbour
surface densities. We find that the total star formation rates (SFR) measured from
the IFU data are consistent with total SFRs measured from aperture correcting either
GAMA or Sloan Digital Sky Survey single-fibre observations. The mean differences
are SFRGAMA/SFRIFU = 1.26 ± 0.23, σ = 0.90 and for the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey we similarly find SFRBrinchmann/SFRIFU = 1.34 ± 0.17, σ = 0.67. Examining the
relationships with environment, we find off-centre and clumpy Hα emission is not sig-
nificantly dependent on environment, being present in 2/7 (29+20−11 per cent) galaxies in
high-density environments (> 0.77 Mpc−2), and 5/11 (45+15−13 per cent) galaxies in low-
density environments (< 0.77 Mpc−2). We find a weak but not significant relationship
of the total star formation rates of star-forming galaxies with environment. Due to
the size of our sample and the scatter observed we do not draw a definitive conclusion
about a possible SFR dependence on environment. Examining the spatial distribution
of the Hα emission, we find no evidence for a change in shape or amplitude of the ra-
dial profile of star-forming galaxies with environment. If these observations are borne
out in larger samples this would infer that any environment-driven star-formation sup-
pression must either act very rapidly (the ‘infall-and-quench’ model) or that galaxies
must evolve in a density-dependent manner (an ‘in-situ evolution’ model).
Key words: galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD — galaxies: evolution — galaxies:
kinematics and dynamics — galaxies: clusters: general
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1 INTRODUCTION1
The galaxy population we see today has some very distinc-2
tive features. One of the most fundamental is the separation3
of galaxies into a bimodal distribution according to colour4
(e.g. Strateva et al. 2001; Baldry et al. 2006). The colour5
largely relates to the age of the stars, with galaxies on the6
tight red sequence being mostly passive systems containing7
old stars. In contrast, the galaxies in the blue cloud generally8
show a younger stellar population (e.g. Taylor et al. in prep).9
However, it is still unclear what drives this separation.10
Recent research has focussed on how blue star-forming11
galaxies can have their star formation quenched, moving12
them onto the red sequence. Red-sequence galaxies are pref-13
erentially found in denser environments (e.g. Blanton et al.14
2005; Cooper et al. 2008; Thomas et al. 2010; Smith et al.15
2012) and star formation is also clearly suppressed in those16
high density environments (e.g. Lewis et al. 2002; Go´mez17
et al. 2003; Kauffmann et al. 2004). This immediately sug-18
gests environmental factors play an important role.19
There is uncertainty, however, in how the change in star-20
forming properties as a function of environment manifests21
itself. Balogh et al. (2004) found that, once luminosity is22
taken into account, the observed environmental difference is23
only due to the fraction of blue galaxies changing in each24
environment, rather than due to any change in the proper-25
ties of the galaxy population. Star formation rates measured26
from single-fibre observations of the Hα emission line give27
similar conclusions: Peng et al. (2010) observed that the re-28
lationship between star formation rate and stellar mass was29
the same in the highest and lowest density environments. Re-30
cent results from the Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA;31
Driver et al. 2011) survey also show that the fraction of star-32
forming galaxies falls with increasing environmental density33
(Wijesinghe et al. 2012; Robotham et al. 2013), but the star34
formation rate of the star-forming galaxies depends solely35
on their stellar mass, showing no change with their envi-36
ronment (Wijesinghe et al. 2012). These observations would37
imply that any mechanism that transforms galaxies in dense38
environments must be rapid or have happened a long time39
ago.40
In contrast, research examining the strength of the41
4000A˚ break and the Balmer absorption lines (von der Lin-42
den et al. 2010) and ultraviolet imaging from the GALaxy43
Evolution EXplorer (GALEX) space telescope (Rasmussen44
et al. 2012) suggests that both the star-forming fraction and45
the star formation rate in star-forming galaxies changes as a46
function of environment, allowing for a longer timescale for47
any transformation.48
The different conclusions drawn by these observations49
may have a number of causes, including the different ways50
that star formation and environment are measured, vary-51
ing definition for star-forming galaxies and the inability of52
single-fibre observations to specify where that star forma-53
tion is happening. This last point is crucial given that the54
proposed mechanisms for any modulation of star formation55
with environment can have very different spatial effects:56
Ram-pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972; Nichols &57
Bland-Hawthorn 2011), which can expel the gas from the58
disk, and strangulation (Larson et al. 1980), which results59
when the gas is removed from the halo, should both prefer-60
entially remove gas in the outer parts of galaxies (e.g. Bekki61
2009; Kapferer et al. 2009). These processes may be efficient62
at removing halo gas, which is observed in galaxy clusters63
(e.g. Sun et al. 2007; Randall et al. 2008). Ram-pressure64
stripping may also act in small and/or compact groups (Mc-65
Carthy et al. 2008; Rasmussen et al. 2008) or on the out-66
skirts of clusters (e.g. Merluzzi et al. 2013). The timescale67
of > 2 Gyrs for strangulation (McCarthy et al. 2008), how-68
ever, seems to contradict the short timeframe implied by69
observations. Although Prescott et al. (2011) find this to be70
the likely mechanism for the quenching of star formation in71
satellites hosted by isolated galaxies. Direct galaxy–galaxy72
interactions may also play a critical role in either trigger-73
ing star formation (e.g. Moss & Whittle 1993; Ellison et al.74
2008; Patton et al. 2013) or suppressing it, as seen in the75
less-massive galaxies of pairs when the pair mass ratio is76
large (Robotham et al. 2013).77
Feedback from star formation in low-mass galaxies pro-78
vides an internal mechanism for transformation. This pro-79
vides a solution to the mismatch of the theoretical dark mat-80
ter halo mass function and the observed stellar mass function81
(e.g. Baldry et al. 2008) by heating and/or expelling gas in82
halos. Extreme outbursts of star formation may be triggered83
by mergers or interactions (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2009) even84
with very low luminosity galaxies or tidal debris (e.g. Lo´pez-85
Sa´nchez 2010; Cluver et al. 2013), and frequently seen in iso-86
lated compact groups (e.g. Lo´pez-Sa´nchez et al. 2004; Kon-87
stantopoulos et al. 2010; Scudder et al. 2012). This makes88
a link between internal and environmental effects. There is89
observational evidence of feedback from star formation (e.g.90
Veilleux et al. 2005; Strickland & Heckman 2009; Lo´pez-91
Sa´nchez et al. 2012).92
At present it is still not clear which of these processes93
dominate in which situations. In one of the first attempts to94
study spatially-resolved star formation in a very large sam-95
ple as a function of a broad range of environment, Welikala96
et al. (2008, 2009) used galaxy colours to demonstrate that97
star formation is suppressed in the central parts of galaxies98
in high-density environments, apparently ruling out ram-99
pressure stripping as a significant influence in the general100
galaxy population.101
While galaxy colours are a coarse measure of the102
integrated star formation history of a galaxy, the well-103
understood Hα emission line at 6563A˚ probes near-104
instantaneous star formation (< 10 Myr, e.g. Kennicutt105
1998). Spatially-resolved Hα measurements have only been106
made for samples of local galaxies either in the field or107
nearby clusters (e.g. Moss & Whittle 1993; Vogt et al. 2004;108
Koopmann & Kenney 2004; Meurer et al. 2006; Fumagalli109
& Gavazzi 2008; Rose et al. 2010; Sa´nchez et al. 2012), often110
with narrow-band imaging, but have not been possible for a111
data set that covers a wide range in environment.112
We present here observations of the spatially-resolved113
Hα emission of galaxies over a wide range of environment114
from optical integral field unit (IFU) observations of galax-115
ies selected from the GAMA survey. The primary goal of116
this paper is to measure the radial distribution of star for-117
mation and examine how that varies as a function of envi-118
ronment. We know that the star formation rates of galax-119
ies are strongly dependent on their stellar mass, but their120
dependence on environment is less clear. We therefore use121
GAMA to select a carefully controlled sample of galaxies122
with a narrow range of stellar masses (M∗ ∼ 1010M) in123
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a range of environments. GAMA is highly spectroscopically124
complete (97 per cent; Driver et al. 2011), even in the dens-125
est regions. This is achieved by returning to each target area126
an average of 10 times, as described in Robotham et al.127
(2010). This enables accurate environment measurements128
including 5th nearest neighbour surface densities (e.g. Wi-129
jesinghe et al. 2012) and friends-of-friends group determina-130
tion (Robotham et al. 2011).131
We describe the selection of our sample in Section 2132
and the observations in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe133
the method for measuring the emission line properties and134
then present the total star formation rates and Hα surface135
brightness profiles of the sample in Sections 5 and 6. We136
discuss our findings in Section 7 before summarising our137
conclusions in Section 8. Throughout this paper we assume138
a Hubble constant of H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1 and ΩM = 0.3,139
ΩΛ = 0.7. Equivalent widths for features in emission are140
quoted as positive numbers.141
2 SAMPLE142
We selected our sample from the Galaxy And Mass Assem-143
bly (GAMA; Driver et al. 20111) survey which combines144
single-fibre spectroscopy (Hopkins et al. 2013) with a di-145
verse set of supporting imaging data. We specifically selected146
galaxies from the first phase of the GAMA survey, referred147
to as GAMA I. There are ∼ 170, 000 galaxies in the GAMA148
I sample down to r = 19.4 mag in two regions, each of 48149
sq deg, and r = 19.8 mag in a third region, also of 48 sq150
deg. While the majority of the GAMA spectra have been151
obtained from the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT), the152
spectra and redshifts for brighter galaxies in these regions,153
like those targeted here, are obtained from the Sloan Digital154
Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000).155
In order to focus specifically on the effects of environ-156
ment rather than stellar mass we targeted galaxies with stel-157
lar masses 6×109M < M∗ < 2×1010M. The stellar mass158
measurements are from spectral energy distribution fits to159
optical broad-band photometry (Taylor et al. 2011) and have160
random uncertainties of ∼ 0.3 dex. Given the size of the un-161
certainties, no narrower window in stellar mass would be162
appropriate. We corrected the redshifts for the effects of pe-163
culiar velocity using the Tonry et al. (2000) multi-attractor164
flow model (zTONRY; Baldry et al. 2012) and limited the165
sample to low redshifts, 0.02 < zTONRY < 0.06, so that tar-166
gets are close enough that we can spatially resolve them.167
This reduces the available sample to 688 galaxies. We are168
complete in stellar mass over the redshift range considered.169
The nearest neighbour surface density, Σ5, is calculated170
for all galaxies with reliable redshifts (nQ> 2; Driver et al.171
2011) . The 5th nearest neighbour metric is similar to the172
Σ1 metric used in Brough et al. (2011). The surface density173
is defined using the projected co-moving distance to the 5th174
nearest neighbour (d5) with ±1000km s−1 within a pseudo-175
volume limited density-defining population: Σ5 = 5/pid
2
5.176
The density-defining population has absolute SDSS pet-177
rosian magnitudes Mr <Mr,limit-Qz, k-corrected to z = 0178
following Loveday et al. (2012), where Mr,limit= -20.0 mag179
1 http://www.gama-survey.org
and Q defines the expected evolution of Mr as a function of180
redshift (Q=0.87; Loveday et al. 2012). Densities are then181
corrected for the survey r−band redshift completeness as182
Σ5 = Σ5,raw × 1/completeness. Galaxies where the nearest183
survey edge is closer than the 5th nearest neighbour have184
upper limits calculated and flags assigned. More details on185
this and other environment metrics available for GAMA will186
be provided in Brough et al. (in prep).187
There are 424 galaxies with stellar masses 6×109M <188
M∗ < 2 × 1010M and 0.02 < zTONRY < 0.06 that are not189
flagged as having been affected by a survey edge. These 424190
galaxies have environmental densities 0.02 < Σ5(Mpc
−2) <191
78, with a median Σ5 = 0.77 Mpc
−2. We randomly selected192
18 galaxies across 2 density bins around the median density193
(< 0.77 Mpc−2; 11 galaxies and > 0.77 Mpc−2; 7 galax-194
ies). The surface density distribution of the 424 possible tar-195
gets and the 18 selected are illustrated in Figure 1. The 18196
targets selected have apparent SDSS petrosian magnitudes197
mr < 17.6 mag and a mean effective semi-major axis ra-198
dius, from 2D Sersic surface brightness fits to re-processed199
SDSS r-band imaging (Kelvin et al. 2012), of Re,r = 3.4
′′.200
The properties of the 18 observed galaxies from the GAMA201
survey are described in Table 1.202
We determined the effect the number of the nearest203
neighbour used has on the sample selected and the re-204
sults presented here. We also calculated ΣN=10 for the par-205
ent sample considered here (galaxies with stellar masses206
6×109M < M∗ < 2×1010M and 0.02 < zTONRY < 0.06).207
The mean difference ΣN=5 − ΣN=10 = 2.0 Mpc−1 ± 6.8208
Mpc−1. The median ΣN=10 = 0.95 Mpc−1, which does not209
move galaxies between the high and low density bins defined210
here. However, using N=10 a large fraction of this sample211
(12 out of 18) are affected by survey edges, we therefore212
present all of our results using N=5.213
The GAMA groups catalogue (Robotham et al. 2011)214
is not volume limited so we cannot draw strong conclusions215
from the group properties of these galaxies. However, we216
do note that all galaxies in high-density environments are217
found in groups and that these generally have higher total218
dynamical masses (7×1012M < Mdyn < 4×1014M) than219
the 3/11 galaxies in low-density environments that are found220
in pairs and groups (7 × 1011M < Mdyn < 7 × 1012M).221
For information we also indicate in Table 1 whether the222
galaxies in groups are the central galaxy in their group (C),223
a satellite (S) or one of a pair of galaxies (P), where the224
group centre is defined following an iterative centre-of-light225
analysis (Robotham et al. 2011). None of these galaxies are226
at the centre of a group.227
3 OBSERVATIONS228
The data were taken in 2011 April, 2012 February and229
2012 May with the SPIRAL IFU. SPIRAL is a 32 × 16 el-230
ement rectangular microlens array coupled via an optical231
fibre feed to the dual-beam AAOmega spectrograph (Saun-232
ders et al. 2004; Sharp et al. 2006). It has a spatial sam-233
pling of 0′′.7/spaxel with no gaps, giving a field of view of234
22′′.4 × 11′′.2. We observed with the low-resolution 580V235
grating in the blue and the higher resolution 1000R grating236
in the red. These settings correspond to wavelength ranges237
of 3700−5700A˚ and 6200−7300A˚ and spectral resolutions of238
c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Table 1. Properties of the observed sample of galaxies from GAMA (described in the text). The galaxies are divided into the two
environmental density bins: high density (top of table) and low density (bottom of table).
GAMA ID RA Dec. Stellar Mass zTONRY Σ5 Group Mass Central? Re,r Sersic nr
J2000 J2000 Log(M) Mpc−2 Log(M) ′′
136624 11:43:17.06 -01:38:39.0 10.30 0.0463 16.33 13.8 S 2.24 2.4
220328 12:04:16.65 +01:32:46.5 9.83 0.0221 9.91 13.8 S 5.20 2.5
618152 14:18:05.49 +00:13:38.6 10.03 0.0543 8.25 14.6 S 3.56 0.9
227278 14:11:19.16 +01:18:34.3 10.13 0.0259 8.06 12.8 S 2.05 2.6
600916 09:12:06.92 +00:20:12.7 10.05 0.0549 7.71 12.9 S 5.50 1.1
136880 11:45:20.90 -01:48:46.1 9.78 0.028 6.04 13.8 S 3.79 1.6
600978 09:12:45.34 +00:20:24.9 9.91 0.0549 4.89 12.9 S 5.08 0.8
422359 08:42:13.17 +02:37:28.6 10.10 0.051 0.71 - 2.47 1.6
106252 14:21:05.39 +00:51:54.3 9.83 0.0550 0.65 - 2.34 0.6
227962 14:22:01.09 +01:11:50.3 9.88 0.0558 0.42 12.8 S 2.02 0.9
92770 14:30:14.98 +00:37:17.0 9.87 0.0271 0.31 - 3.28 1.2
418448 09:04:50.24 +02:30:23.3 10.02 0.0557 0.26 - 2.03 2.5
375909 08:45:32.05 +01:17:36.0 9.96 0.0450 0.14 12.9 P 4.23 0.8
536005 12:00:00.48 -01:01:40.7 10.09 0.0483 0.12 - 2.62 1.4
535319 11:49:15.69 -00:58:36.9 9.89 0.0606 0.09 11.9 P 4.08 0.8
55150 12:03:01.01 -00:17:28.2 10.09 0.0417 0.06 - 4.47 0.7
371177 08:41:39.24 +00:58:26.7 10.03 0.0608 0.06 - 2.63 1.7
583637 11:43:17.98 -00:10:53.8 10.01 0.0577 0.03 - 3.28 1.2
Figure 1. Histogram showing the surface density distributions of
the 424 possible targets (dashed line) and the 18 observed galaxies
(solid line). The dotted line indicates the median surface density
of 0.77 Mpc−2 that divides the low and high density samples
analysed here. The observed galaxies sample the possible density
distribution well and the low and high-density subsamples can be
seen to be well separated.
1900 and 5000 respectively. Accounting for the sample red-239
shift range, this targets the emission lines Hβ in the blue and240
Hα in the red. Observations were made during dark time,241
with an average seeing of 1.5′′ (FWHM). Each galaxy was242
observed for 3×2400s with individual observations dithered243
by 1-2 spaxels in Right Ascension and Declination in order to244
avoid four isolated dead elements in SPIRAL. Spectropho-245
tometric standard stars were also observed each night, in246
order to prepare a sensitivity function.247
Initial data reduction, from raw detector output248
to dark-subtracted, bias-subtracted, wavelength-calibrated,249
sky-subtracted, 1D-extracted spectra, was achieved using250
the 2dfdr pipeline (Croom et al. 2004). The root mean251
square dispersion around the wavelength solution is 0.12A˚ in252
the blue and 0.03A˚ in the red spectra. The dispersion around253
the 5577A˚ sky line is 0.09A˚. Twilight flat-field frames were254
also observed in order to account for relative fibre-to-fibre255
transmission variations. As none of our targets completely256
fill the SPIRAL field-of-view a sky background spectrum257
was calculated by taking the median over pixels without258
galaxy light. The final data analysis was carried out using259
custom IDL routines. The sensitivity function determined260
from comparing the total observed flux from spectropho-261
tometric standard stars to that predicted as a function of262
wavelength was applied. The final flux calibration was done263
by applying SDSS g- and i-band fiber magnitudes (measured264
in the 3′′ SDSS fibre) to the blue and red SPIRAL spectra in-265
tegrated over a 3′′ aperture respectively for each galaxy. The266
calculated offset was then applied to the individual SPIRAL267
spectra. Comparison with the flux-calibrated SDSS spectra268
indicates a 6 per cent uncertainty in the flux calibration level269
of the blue spectra (covering the Hβ line) and 10 per cent in270
the red spectra (covering the Hα line). Following flux cali-271
bration individual frames were aligned and mosaiced using272
telescope offset information. Frames are scaled based on a273
comparison of overlap regions in the mosaic, to account for274
minor variations in transparency and seeing.275
4 EMISSION-LINE MEASURES276
In order to examine the radial distribution of star forma-277
tion, high signal-to-noise spectra were produced by combin-278
ing spectra within annuli for each galaxy. Each annulus is279
defined as a radial de-projection of the galaxy, based on posi-280
tion angle and inclination information derived from GAMA281
analysis of SDSS imaging data (Kelvin et al. 2012). Prior to282
stacking, each spectrum from individual spaxels is velocity283
matched based on a velocity fields derived from emission and284
c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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absorption fits to a block-averaged (3x3 spaxel) data-cube.285
The [Nii], Hα, [Nii] region is fitted with a four component286
model, three emission lines and Hα absorption, assuming287
common velocities and widths for the emission components288
and with the ratio of the flux of the nitrogen lines fixed at289
3.28. The emission redshift is allowed to float with respect290
to that of the absorption line. Errors are estimated from a291
quadrature summation of the statistic values returned for292
the best-fit model and the parameter distribution from a293
bootstrap re-sampling of each composite spectrum.294
Individual Gaussian fits to the Hα and Hβ emission295
lines in each spaxel of each SPIRAL data-cube were also296
made for examination purposes. The resulting Hα flux and297
velocity maps as well as SDSS thumbnail images for the same298
field-of-view are shown for each galaxy in Appendix A. The299
maps are presented in order of environmental density (high-300
est density environment first). There are some interesting301
features in the Hα flux maps including off-centre (600978,302
92770, 371177) and clumpy emission (618152, 535319, 55150,303
583637). Gerssen et al. (2012) also observe clumpy emission304
in their VIMOS IFU observations of SDSS galaxies. Two of305
the off-centre and clumpy emission features are in galaxies306
in high-density environments (618152 and 600978; 29+20−11 per307
cent), while the remaining 5 are in galaxies in the low-density308
environments (45+15−13 per cent). We conclude that off-centre309
and clumpy Hα emission does not significantly depend on310
environment in our data.311
The Hα velocity maps (Appendix A) show that all312
galaxies with strong Hα emission show ordered rotation in313
that emission line, even when the emission is clumpy or off-314
centre. This is consistent with observations at higher red-315
shifts showing that clumpy galaxies are well fit by ordered316
disk models (e.g. Wisnioski et al. 2011).317
5 STAR FORMATION RATES318
We first examine the total star formation rates (SFR) of319
the galaxies. The total SFR measurements are made by320
summing the obscuration-corrected Hα flux (fHα [ergs s
−1
321
cm−2]) over the observed extent of the galaxy. The flux is322
obscuration corrected using the Balmer decrement (BD; Hα323
flux/Hβ flux) measured in individual spaxels . The Hα lu-324
minosity is then:325
LHα(W) = 4pid
2
L fHα(BD/2.86)
2.36, (1)326
where dL is the luminosity distance in centimetres. The327
Balmer decrement is a unitless obscuration sensitive param-328
eter and its departure from the Case B recombination value329
of 2.86 indicates dust attenuation along the line of sight.330
While dust geometries are complex, this approach implic-331
itly models the dust as a foreground screen averaged over the332
galaxy (Calzetti 2001). The exponent in the dust obscura-333
tion correction factor is equal to k(λHα)/[k(λHβ)−k(λHα)],334
and k(λ) at a given λ is determined from the Cardelli et al.335
(1989) Galactic dust extinction curve (derived from obser-336
vations of the UV extinction of stars). This is found to well337
describe the obscuration of the ionised gas in star-forming338
galaxies (Calzetti 2001; Gunawardhana et al. 2011). The339
SFRs are then calculated using the relationship given by340
Kennicutt (1998) assuming a Salpeter (1955) initial mass341
Figure 2. Total star formation rates of the star-forming galaxies
as a function of environmental density. The dashed line indicates
the median surface density of 0.77 Mpc−2 that divides the low
and high-density subsamples analysed here. There is a weak corre-
lation between log10(SFRIFU) and log10(Σ5), significant only at
the 1.8σ level. We indicate which galaxies would have been clas-
sified by Wijesinghe et al. (2012) as star forming (squares) and
non-star forming (triangles); some of those classified as non-star
forming are still forming stars.
function (IMF), i.e. SFR = LHα(W)/1.27× 1034. These val-342
ues are given in Table 2.343
5.1 Dependence on Environment344
We compare the total SFRs of the star-forming galaxies345
(SFRIFU) with their environmental density in the top panel346
of Figure 2. We note that the only absorption-dominated347
galaxy (galaxy 220328) in this sample is found in the high-348
est density environment. The observed mean SFRIFU (low349
density)= 1.97 ± 0.51 is more than a factor of two higher350
than that at high density (= 0.77 ± 0.42). To determine351
the significance of an environmental dependence we apply352
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test to the SFRs in the353
low and high-density environments. This gives a probability354
of 19.6 per cent that the two samples are drawn from the355
same parent population. A Spearman rank correlation of the356
relationship between log10(Σ5) and log10(SFR), shows that357
the correlation between these parameters is only significant358
at the 1.8σ level.359
Given the small size of our sample and the scatter ob-360
served we examine whether we can detect a significant rela-361
tionship with environment. We tested this by adjusting the362
mean SFRs of the galaxies in the high-density environments363
while maintaining their standard deviation and re-ran our364
statistical tests. A weakly significant correlation between en-365
vironment and SFR is observed (at a 2.3σ level) if the mean366
SFRs in high-density environments are a factor of 5 lower367
than those in the low-density environments (a factor of 2368
lower than observed).369
We observe a weak but not significant relationship of370
SFR with environment in this sample. Due to the small371
sample size and observed scatter we cannot draw a strong372
conclusion about a universal SFR dependence, or lack of, on373
environment.374
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Table 2. Spectral measurements from IFU observations and the GAMA survey. Total Hα fluxes and obscuration-corrected star formation
rates (SFR) are given for the IFU observations. The GAMA measurements (described in the text) are made from SDSS stellar absorption-
corrected single-fibre spectra. The column ‘Class’ details whether a galaxy is classified as an AGN by GAMA and whether it would
be classified as Star Forming (SF) or Non-Star Forming (NSF) by Wijesinghe et al. (2012). The galaxies are divided into the two
environmental density bins: high density (top of table) and low density (bottom of table). Galaxy 220328 only shows Hα in absorption
and Galaxies 136880 and 227278 are active galactic nuclei (AGN).
GAMA ID fHα,IFU SFRIFU Hβ EWSDSS BDGAMA SFRGAMA Class
10−17ergs s−1 cm−2 Myr−1 A˚ Myr−1
136624 266 0.02 0.10 1.50 0.01 NSF
220328 - - -0.08 2.42 0.01 NSF
618152 618 0.79 4.21 4.57 1.58 SF
227278 85 - 0.66 3.37 - AGN
600916 276 0.35 1.46 5.09 0.79 NSF
136880 44 - 0.10 5.22 - AGN
600978 1608 1.92 6.92 3.96 2.14 SF
422359 1328 1.62 6.10 4.32 2.13 SF
106252 165 0.19 3.23 5.13 0.64 SF
227962 1930 2.36 8.38 3.61 1.87 SF
92770 366 0.07 0.69 3.07 0.04 NSF
418448 793 1.03 4.19 3.62 0.88 SF
375909 2976 4.04 8.43 4.85 5.09 SF
536005 2140 1.68 8.76 4.57 4.11 SF
535319 1425 2.04 6.42 3.75 1.72 SF
55150 5630 5.89 5.91 4.27 4.26 SF
371177 730 1.37 3.00 3.41 0.56 SF
583637 958 1.42 2.18 4.04 0.65 NSF
5.2 Comparison with Wijesinghe et al. (2012)375
We use the total SFR measurements made from our376
IFU observations to analyse the Wijesinghe et al. (2012)377
star-forming galaxy classification. They define star-forming378
galaxies as those not classified as active galactic nuclei379
(AGN) using the Kewley et al. (2001) definition with non-380
absorption corrected Hβ equivalent widths (EW) > 1.5A˚,381
BD < 15 and SFR > 10−3Myr−1. We use the single-382
fibre GAMA measurements to determine whether our sam-383
ple would meet their star-forming classification.384
GAMA utilises the MPA/JHU emission-line catalogue2385
to obtain absorption-corrected line fluxes and equivalent386
widths (EW) for these bright galaxies. These line mea-387
surements are made from stellar absorption-corrected SDSS388
spectra. The GAMA SFRs are calculated as described in389
Hopkins et al. (2013) and Gunawardhana et al. (2013) and390
are given in Table 2. In summary, the Hα luminosity is cal-391
culated from the Hα EW, which is aperture corrected and392
extinction corrected using the Balmer decrement as per the393
IFU measurements. The GAMA SFRs are then calculated394
using the Kennicutt (1998) relationship. We note that dust395
obscuration is not excessive in any of the galaxies in this396
sample: their mean Balmer decrements are 3.9 ± 0.9 (Ta-397
ble 2) which translates to a dust obscuration factor of ∼ 2.398
Wijesinghe et al. (2012) do not correct Hβ equivalent399
widths for stellar absorption for the definition of their star-400
forming sample, however, they do correct Hα equivalent401
widths by adding a constant correction of 0.7A˚. We therefore402
use that addition here, i.e. stellar absorption corrected Hβ403
EW> 2.2A˚, to determine whether our sample would meet404
2 http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/
their star-forming classification. Table 2 shows that 2 of the405
galaxies in this sample are classified as AGN from the single-406
fibre analysis and 5 do not make the Wijesinghe et al. (2012)407
star-forming classification, based on their Hβ EW. Figure 2408
shows that 4 of these ‘non-star forming’ galaxies are still409
forming stars at some level. These galaxies are a clear indi-410
cation of the need to take care when separating galaxies into411
distinct star-forming and non-star-forming populations.412
5.3 Aperture Corrections413
Calculating the total SFR of galaxies from single-fibre ob-414
servations requires a correction for the portion of the galaxy415
enclosed by the size of the fibre used: an aperture correction.416
In the GAMA survey the total SFR is calculated by aperture417
correcting the Hα flux measured within the fibre following418
the method of Hopkins et al. (2003). This aperture correc-419
tion relies on the assumption that the line emission scales di-420
rectly with the stellar continuum, as measured by the r-band421
magnitude. However, there is obviously some uncertainty in422
that assumption. We use the total SFR measurements made423
from our IFU observations to analyse this correction further.424
The IFU SFR are compared to the GAMA SFR in the top425
panel of Figure 3.426
We do not include either galaxy 220328 or the two AGN427
in this analysis due to a lack of observable star formation428
and AGN contamination respectively. The mean difference429
SFRGAMA/SFRIFU = 1.26 ± 0.23, σ = 0.90 i.e. SFRGAMA430
is on average 26 per cent higher than SFRIFU with a broad431
dispersion (the standard error on the mean is calculated as432
σ/
√
N).433
Gerssen et al. (2012) analysed the aperture correction434
applied to calculate total SFR from SDSS spectra by Brinch-435
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Figure 3. Comparing total star formation rates from IFU and
single-fibre observations of the star-forming galaxies. The solid
lines indicate the 1:1 relationships. The top panel shows the
comparison between the total IFU star formation rates and
the total aperture-corrected GAMA single-fibre star formation
rates. The mean ratio is SFRGAMA/SFRIFU = 1.26 ± 0.23. The
lower panel shows the comparison between the total IFU star
formation rates and the total SDSS single-fibre SFR aperture-
corrected as per Brinchmann et al. (2004). The mean ratio
SFRBrinchmann/SFRIFU = 1.34 ± 0.17. The aperture-corrected
SFRs are in relatively good agreement with those from the IFU
measurements, no matter which aperture correction method is
used. However, the uncertainties can still be large for individual
systems.
mann et al. (2004) using IFU observations of 24 star-forming436
(HαEW > 20A˚, fHα > 448×10−17ergs s−1 cm−2), low-mass437
(1×108M < M∗ < 3×1010M) SDSS galaxies. They found438
the Brinchmann et al. (2004) aperture corrections to under-439
estimate the total SFR by a factor of 2.5 with a dispersion440
of 1.75, significantly larger than the factor of 1.26 difference441
and 0.90 dispersion we find between our IFU SFR and the442
GAMA aperture-corrected SFRs. We analyse whether the443
GAMA aperture correction is significantly different to that444
used by Brinchmann et al. (2004) by also comparing SFRIFU445
with the most recent total SFR estimated by Brinchmann446
for the SDSS DR7 data release3 in the bottom panel of Fig-447
ure 3.448
Brinchmann et al. (2004) determine total SFRs using a449
Bayesian approach to calculate the likelihood of fits of the450
3 These are the total values given in gal totsfr dr7 v5 2.fits avail-
able at: http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/sfrs.html
observed spectrum to Charlot & Longhetti (2001) models,451
which incorporate an obscuration model. They note that,452
to first approximation, the dust corrections are based on453
the Hα/Hβ ratio. The Brinchmann et al. (2004) total SFR454
are calculated with a Kroupa (2001) IMF and we convert455
to the Salpeter (1955) IMF used here by multiplying their456
measurements by 1.5. They aperture correct in an empirical457
manner using the distribution of the SFR/M* ratio at a458
given (g − r, r − i) colour and the photometry outside the459
fibre to correct the fibre SFR. This aperture correction is460
updated for the DR7 data release by calculating the light461
outside the fibre for each galaxy, and then fitting stochastic462
models to the photometry.463
We find a mean difference SFRBrinchmann/SFRIFU =464
1.34± 0.17, σ = 0.67, i.e. we also find that the Brinchmann465
correction overestimates the SFR. This is a much smaller466
difference than Gerssen et al. (2012) found. This also sug-467
gests a marginal trend toward higher SFR estimates by aper-468
ture correcting using either method, although again with a469
high dispersion. These results suggest that contrary to the470
claim by Gerssen et al. (2012), the aperture-corrected SFRs471
for these low-mass galaxies are in relatively good agreement472
with those estimated from the IFU measurements, no mat-473
ter which method is used. The large dispersion does how-474
ever mean that the uncertainties can still be large for indi-475
vidual systems. In addition, this is still only a small sam-476
ple, and reliable statistics on total SFR estimates compared477
to those from aperture-corrected measurements will need a478
much larger sample.479
6 RADIAL Hα PROFILES480
We determine whether any dependence of SFR on environ-481
ment is evident in the spatial distributions of Hα emission482
in these galaxies.483
The Hα surface brightness is calculated by dividing the484
summed flux in each elliptical annulus by the area of the485
annulus. These radial profiles are shown in Figure 4.486
Figure 4 shows that the radial Hα surface brightness487
profiles of galaxies in both environments (solid and dashed488
lines) are very similar to one another, being centrally con-489
centrated with high surface brightnesses over all radii stud-490
ied. In contrast, the surface brightness profiles of the galax-491
ies with no emission above the detection limit of 2 × 1018492
ergs s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2 (dotted lines) are only present in493
the highest density environments. Of these, galaxy 220328494
is dominated by absorption and the 2 AGN (136880, 227278)495
show central emission (dot-dashed lines) and no significant496
emission beyond that.497
We further analyse the relationship of the profiles of the498
star-forming galaxies with their environment with straight-499
line fits to the Hα surface brightness profiles taking into ac-500
count the uncertainties in the Hα flux measurements. We do501
not include the 3 galaxies with undetected emission in this502
analysis. We show the fitted gradient and intercept values503
and 1σ errors of the 15 star-forming galaxies as a function504
of environment in Figure 5.505
We test the correspondence between these parameters506
with a Spearman rank correlation, finding that the gradients507
are correlated with log10(Σ5) at a significance of only 0.25σ508
and the intercepts are correlated at a significance of 0.4σ.509
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Figure 4. Radial Hα surface brightness profiles as a function
of the effective radius of the galaxy. Solid lines show galaxies in
low-density environments (< 0.77 Mpc−2) and dashed lines show
galaxies in high-density environments (> 0.77 Mpc−2), dotted
lines indicate regions that do not show emission above the detec-
tion limit of 2×1018 ergs s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2 and dot-dashed lines
indicate the emission of the two AGN. The average seeing approx-
imates to R/Re ∼ 0.2. The profiles do not show a dependence on
environment.
There is no dependence of the radial distribution of the Hα510
emission as a function of environment.511
The galaxies observed here all have very similar stellar512
masses and we are observing no significant dependence in513
either Hα surface brightness profile shape or amplitude of514
the star-forming galaxies as a function of environment.515
7 DISCUSSION516
We have presented observations of the spatially-resolved Hα517
emission of galaxies over a wide range of environment with518
the aim of examining how the radial distribution of star for-519
mation varies as a function of environment. We observe a520
weak but not significant difference in total star formation521
rate and no difference of radial profile of the star-forming522
galaxies’ Hα emission as a function of local galaxy envi-523
ronment in this sample of 18 galaxies with stellar masses524
∼ 1010M.525
Before making general comments on the effect of en-526
vironment on star formation based on our observations,527
we show that our sample is unbiased and representative of528
the broader galaxy population in this narrow stellar mass529
range. The uncertainties given below are 1σ binomial errors530
(Cameron 2011). There are 424 galaxies in GAMA with ac-531
curate surface densities (i.e. not affected by survey edges)532
that have stellar masses, 6 × 109M < M∗ < 2 × 1010M,533
and redshifts, 0.02 < zTONRY < 0.06. We use an updated534
version of the Wijesinghe et al. (2012) classification (those535
not classified as AGN with stellar absorption-corrected Hβ536
EW > 1.0A˚, BD < 15 and SFR > 10−3Myr−1) to quan-537
tify star-forming galaxies. Of the 424 galaxies, there are538
roughly equal numbers of AGN in each environmental den-539
sity: 21/212 (10+2−2 per cent) in low-density environments and540
19/212 (9+2−2 per cent) in high-density environments. There541
Figure 5. Parameters of straight-line fits to Hα surface bright-
ness profiles of the star-forming galaxies as a function of envi-
ronmental density. The top panel shows the gradient of the fits.
The gradients are correlated with environment at a significance
of only 0.25σ. The lower panel shows the fitted intercept. The in-
tercepts are correlated with environment at a significance of 0.4σ.
The error bars show the 1σ uncertainties on the profile fits. The
fits to the surface brightness profiles do not show a dependence
on environment.
are 147/212 (69+3−3 per cent) of galaxies in low-density envi-542
ronments that would make our star-forming galaxy criteria543
and 93/212 (44+3−3 per cent) in high-density environments.544
In the sample observed here, in the low-density environ-545
ments, there are no AGN and 11/11 (100−14 per cent) of the546
galaxies make the updated star-forming galaxy criteria. In547
the high-density environment there are 2/7 (29+20−11 per cent)548
AGN and a further 2/7 non-star-forming galaxies, meaning549
that 3/7 (43+18−15 per cent) make our updated star-forming550
galaxy criteria.551
We can conclude from this that the numbers of galax-552
ies in this sample meeting the star-forming criteria in each553
environment are within 2.2σ of those in the broader sample.554
This sample therefore follows the distributions of the general555
population.556
The sample studied here is broadly representative of the557
general population and we find that the total SFRs of the558
star-forming galaxies do not depend significantly on their559
local environmental density (Figure 2). However, due to the560
small size of the sample and the scatter observed we do not561
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draw a definitive conclusion about a possible SFR depen-562
dence on environment. Examining the spatial information563
provided by the Hα surface brightness profiles, we observe no564
difference in amplitude or shape of the Hα surface brightness565
profile of star-forming galaxies as a function of environment566
(Figures 4 and 5). We also find no evidence for ‘clumpiness’567
in Hα emission depending on environment (Appendix A).568
The only comparable analysis to date examined the569
spatial star formation histories inferred from the colours of570
44,964 galaxies in SDSS (Welikala et al. 2008). They found571
that the mean star formation rate of each galaxy as a func-572
tion of radius is dominated by star formation in the central573
regions of galaxies, and that the trend for suppression in574
high-density environments is driven by a reduction in that575
central star formation. They also find that the mean star576
formation rate in the outskirts is independent of environ-577
mental effects. Welikala et al. (2008) conclude that the en-578
vironment itself cannot suppress the star formation as the579
outer regions should otherwise be most affected and there-580
fore this points to an evolutionary or AGN feedback origin.581
We do not observe any significant radial dependence of the582
surface brightness of Hα emission as a function of environ-583
ment, either centrally or in the outer regions. However, the584
suppression observed by Welikala et al. (2008) in their high-585
est star-forming galaxies (SFR> 1.02Myr−1) is a factor of586
< 2, of the order SFR∼ 0.002Myr−1. This difference is587
significantly smaller than we can detect with these obser-588
vations so we cannot rule out the suppression they observe.589
Welikala et al. (2009) considered the density-morphology re-590
lation in the same sample, observing the strongest relation591
in the lowest luminosity galaxies with the highest star for-592
mation rates. However, they conclude that it cannot solely593
explain the observed suppression of star formation in galax-594
ies in high-density environments. Table 1 shows that 3 out595
of the 4 galaxies with Sersic nr > 2 are in high-density envi-596
ronments, of which 2 are not star forming. The mean n(high597
density) = 1.7±0.3 and (low density) = 1.2±0.2, suggesting598
that there are signs of a difference in morphology as a func-599
tion of environment in our sample but that it alone does not600
explain the lack of significant dependence of star formation601
on environment.602
If these observations are borne out in larger samples,603
then combined with the known decreasing fraction of star-604
forming galaxies as a function of increasing environmental605
density (e.g. Balogh et al. 2004; Baldry et al. 2006; Bol-606
zonella et al. 2010; McGee et al. 2011; Wetzel et al. 2012;607
Wijesinghe et al. 2012) and the small numbers of galaxies608
in transition between star forming and non-star forming ob-609
served in large samples (e.g. Wijesinghe et al. 2012; Mendel610
et al. 2013), this would suggest that if environment does611
drive the change in fractional contribution it must either act612
very rapidly (the ‘infall-and-quench’ model; e.g. Balogh et al.613
2004; Bamford et al. 2008; Nichols & Bland-Hawthorn 2011;614
Wetzel et al. 2013) or have occurred a long time ago due to615
density-dependent evolution (an ‘in-situ evolution’ model;616
Wijesinghe et al. 2012), such that galaxies in transition are617
rare at this time. In-situ evolution would involve galaxies618
in dense environments evolving faster than galaxies in low-619
density environments, building their stellar mass faster and620
earlier, leading to the observed morphology-density relation,621
and consistent with the measured SFR-density relations at622
both low and high redshift. The in-situ evolution model is623
similar to ‘downsizing’ (Cowie et al. 1996), ‘staged evolu-624
tion’ (Noeske et al. 2007) and the ‘mass quenching’ model625
of Peng et al. (2010), however, galaxies of common mass626
would evolve differently in different environments in order627
to give rise to the observed population mix. Transition red-628
shifts, at which the dependence of the specific star formation629
rates of galaxies on increasing environmental density transi-630
tions from increasing to decreasing, have been observed (e.g.631
Elbaz et al. 2007; Greene et al. 2012) giving weight to this632
argument.633
We note that there are some caveats to this argument.634
Firstly, this is a small sample. A larger sample would in-635
crease the robustness of our results. Our sample also does636
not reach the densest cluster environments where galaxies637
are observed to be affected by ram pressure stripping (Owers638
et al. 2012; Merluzzi et al. 2013) and tidal distortions (e.g.639
Moss & Whittle 1993; Vogt et al. 2004; Bretherton et al.640
2013). Our choice of environmental metric may play a role641
as the SFRs of galaxies at a fixed stellar mass have been ob-642
served to increase as a function of increasing cluster-centric643
radius, rather than environmental density (von der Linden644
et al. 2010; Rasmussen et al. 2012; Haines et al. 2013). In645
addition, van den Bosch et al. (2008) argue that the rela-646
tionship between SFR and environment is driven by evo-647
lutionary differences between central and satellite galaxies648
in a dark-matter halo and we are only studying satellite649
galaxies here. We will examine the effects of our choice of650
environmental metric in a forthcoming paper (Brough et al.,651
in prep.). Dust may also play a role as Koyama et al. (2013)652
find dustier galaxies in higher-density environments mask653
a trend of increasing specific SFR with increasing environ-654
mental density.655
To separate the two scenarios of ‘infall-and-quench’ and656
‘in-situ evolution’ and address these caveats requires obser-657
vations of a very large sample of galaxies, covering a broad658
range of stellar mass and environment, in order to place659
stringent limits on the number density of any transition660
galaxies. It will be crucial to detect the very faintest levels661
of star formation present, as well as its spatial dependence.662
This will require very high signal-to-noise IFU spectra to en-663
able careful decomposition of emission and absorption con-664
tributions (Sarzi et al. 2006). The new Sydney Australian665
Astronomical Observatory (AAO) Multi-object-IFU (SAMI;666
Croom et al. 2012) instrument with 13 deployable IFUs over667
a 1 degree field-of-view, and associated survey will enable668
this crucial next step.669
8 CONCLUSIONS670
We present observations of the spatially-resolved star for-671
mation as a function of local environment from optical inte-672
gral field unit (IFU) observations of 18 galaxies with stellar673
masses M∗ ∼ 1010M selected from the GAMA survey. Our674
conclusions can be summarised as:675
• The total star formation rates measured from the IFU676
data are consistent with the total aperture-corrected star677
formation rates measured from both the GAMA and SDSS678
surveys. The mean differences are SFRGAMA/SFRIFU =679
1.26 ± 0.23, σ = 0.90; SFRBrinchmann/SFRIFU = 1.34 ±680
0.17, σ = 0.67.681
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• Off-centre and clumpy Hα emission does not depend682
on environment. It is present in 2/7 (29+20−11 per cent) galax-683
ies in high-density environments and 5/11 (45+15−13 per cent)684
galaxies in low-density environments show similar features.685
• In this sample, we see weak but not significant evidence686
of a dependence of total star formation rate on environment,687
using IFU observations for the first time.688
• We observe no clear environmental trend on the am-689
plitude or shape of the radial profile of Hα emission. This690
implies that, for this sample, there is no strong outside-in or691
inside-out quenching.692
• The lack of dependence of the radial profile of Hα emis-693
sion shape or amplitude on environment suggests that if694
environment drives the known change in fractional contri-695
bution of star-forming galaxies in different environments, it696
must either act very rapidly (the ‘infall-and-quench’ model)697
or galaxies must evolve in a density-dependent manner (an698
‘in-situ evolution’ model), to explain the lack of transition699
galaxies observed in large samples.700
In order to identify more precisely how and when any701
transition due to environment occurs requires high signal-702
to-noise, spatially-resolved spectra as well as a very large703
sample that covers a range in stellar mass, environment and704
star formation stage, including post-starburst galaxies. The705
new Sydney Australian Astronomical Observatory (AAO)706
Multi-object-IFU (SAMI; Croom et al. 2012) instrument will707
address this with its associated survey.708
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Figure A1. High-density environment galaxy sample. From left-to-right: SDSS thumbnail image of SPIRAL field-of-view, Hα flux map
of central region; Hα velocity map of central region. Only spaxels with signal-to-noise ratios > 3 are shown.
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Figure A2. High-density environment galaxy sample - cont. From left-to-right: SDSS thumbnail image of SPIRAL field-of-view, Hα
flux map of central region; Hα velocity map of central region. Only spaxels with signal-to-noise ratios > 3 are shown.
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Figure A3. Low-density environment galaxy sample. From left-to-right: SDSS thumbnail image of SPIRAL field-of-view, Hα flux map
of central region; Hα velocity map of central region. Only spaxels with signal-to-noise ratios > 3 are shown.
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Figure A4. Low-density environment galaxy sample cont. From left-to-right: SDSS thumbnail image of SPIRAL field-of-view, Hα flux
map of central region; Hα velocity map of central region. Only spaxels with signal-to-noise ratios > 3 are shown.
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Figure A5. Low-density environment galaxy sample cont. From left-to-right: SDSS thumbnail image of SPIRAL field-of-view, Hα flux
map of central region; Hα velocity map of central region. Only spaxels with signal-to-noise ratios > 3 are shown.
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